See how RSBJ is using Winnow to improve
their food quality
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Reaping the benefits
RSBJ has rolled out Winnow as part of their menu building
programme to help the team better manage the patient’s intake of
nutrients. Thanks to Winnow’s detailed data, the team were able
to identify that both patients and residents had a bigger appetite in
the morning, and enjoyed eating snacks in between meals. Based
on that, they were able to make adjustments to their menus to start
offering richer breakfast options, lighter dinner options, and snacks
with higher nutritious value.

Also, with Winnow digital tool and detailed report
the team at RSBJ is now able to better manage their
portions sizes. They can identify the dishes that
are wasted the most and focus on replacing them
without affecting its nutritious value. After Winnow
they have reduced the portion sizes of most of their
pasta dishes, and increased the portions sizes of
salads and vegetables.
Today, they have upgraded their
food offer and reduced food waste
contributing to the environment.
The impact Winnow has delivered
demonstrates the potential both for
RSBJ more broadly and the care
sector as a whole.

Top Tips
Engage the team and hold daily meetings.
Study the Winnow reports to identify patients eating habits and use the information to improve the
food offering without compromising its nutritious value.
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Winnow customers typically save 3-8% on food cost.
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